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ABSTRACT
We explore the possible advantages of dividing a single heterogeneous profile into several more homogeneous subprofiles for an
expert finding task. We consider two different dimensions to perform this division, topical and temporal, and also a combination of
both. Topical subprofiles are obtained from a clustering process of
the documents associated to each expert, whereas temporal subprofiles are generated by simply dividing the temporal sequence of
documents into several parts. The experiments are carried out in
the domain of political expert finding, using a dataset of parliamentary documents. The results suggest that, although the two types
of subprofiles increase the quality of the recommendations, topical
subprofiles and specially the combination of topical and temporal
subprofiles get the best results.
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INTRODUCTION

Expert finding systems are a specific kind of recommender systems [7] where the items to be recommended are people. Given a
query submitted by a user specifying the problem to be considered,
the expert finding system will return an ordered list of possible
candidates having the required expertise to tackle this problem
[4]. Expert finding systems have many applications (in community
question answering, the academic world, industry, social media,...)
and there is a growing interest on them [1, 21, 22, 29].
A key point for the operation of an expert finding system is how
to learn and how to represent the knowledge/information of the
system about the possible candidates. A way of representing the
expertise of a candidate is to use a user/expert profile [17]. The most
common and simple type of profile associated to a candidate expert
is composed of a set of (weighted) terms or keywords describing
their areas of interest and expertise [16], although there are also
profiles based on semantic networks or concepts [25]. The key
advantage of term-based profiles is that these terms can be easily
"Copyright ©2020 for this paper by its authors. Use permitted under Creative Commons
License Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0)."

and automatically extracted from the documents associated to the
expert, and could be more easily interpreted.
The main goal of this work is to study how the results of an
expert recommendation system could be affected by taking into
account either the temporal or the topical dimension of data, or both,
in the building process of the profiles. For this purpose, we start
from a single monolithic profile for each expert, where all terms of
the documents associated to this expert are grouped together. Then
we want to study whether the division of these single profiles into
several subprofiles which are more homogeneous in some sense
could improve the quality of the recommendations.
A way of doing this is to make divisions based on the different
topics in which an expert can be interested, thus obtaining more
homogeneous subprofiles from a topical point of view. We can
divide the set of documents associated to an expert, for example
using a clustering technique, in order to get subsets of documents
topically homogeneous, and then generate a subprofile for each of
these subsets.
Another way is to consider groups of documents temporally
homogeneous, by dividing the temporal sequence into several parts
and then to obtain a (temporal) subprofile for each of these groups.
Finally, we could also combine both dimensions, trying to obtain
subprofiles simultaneously homogeneous both temporally and topically.
Although the methods to get homogeneous subprofiles proposed
in this work to improve the expert finding task can be applied to
any domain, the experiments will be carried out with a collection of
parliamentary documents, where the experts to be recommended
are politicians working in a parliament.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
briefly discusses some related works. In Section 3 we introduce
monolithic profiles and how they can be used by the recommender
system. Sections 4 and 5 describe topical and temporal subprofiles,
respectively, whereas in Section 6 combined subprofiles are discussed. Section 7 is devoted to the experimental part of the work,
including experimental setting, results and discussion. Finally, Section 8 contains the concluding remarks.
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RELATED WORK

There is an increasing interest about how to include temporal information within recommender systems, although most of the works
are focused only on collaborative filtering. One of the basic ideas is
to weight the ratings using a decaying factor based on the time gap
[15]. The incorporation of time in a latent factor model is also a key
factor in the performance of timeSVD++ [20] (the winner of the
Netflix prize). An interesting survey of time-aware recommender
systems is provided in [9] (also centered in collaborative filtering).
In [23] a content-based filter for tweets is studied, where a specific
time frame is learned for each user, thus recommending to her only
tweets within this personalized frame. Temporal discounting (exponential and hyperbolic) is used in [28], together with an expert
finding approach for question routing, in the context of Community
Question Answering (CQA) systems.
There are many papers that consider compound profiles instead
of monolithic ones, for example using long-term and short-term subprofiles [18], subprofiles based on positively and negatively judged
documents [8] or hierarchical profiles (using a fixed taxonomy)
[24]. Other methods consider topical (sub)profiles generated using
cluster methods: some works group terms or tags (not documents)
for profiling in recommender systems [2, 3], whereas other group
documents, either for search personalization purposes [11, 26] or
for filtering and expert recommendation [14].
We are not aware of any previous work simultaneously dealing
with the temporal and topical dimensions of profiles, except [24],
which is centered on expert profiling but not on (expert) recommendation.

3

MONOLITHIC PROFILES AND THE
RECOMMENDER SYSTEM

Let E = {e 1 , . . . , er } be the set of candidate experts. Given a candidate expert e ∈ E, we have a set of ne documents D e = {d 1e , d 2e , . . . , dne e }
which are associated to e. These documents in some sense represent (possibly in an implicit way) the interests and expertise of e.
For example, in an academic setting the documents could be the
scientific articles written by each author or, for lawyers, the court
cases they have worked on. In the political setting where we are
focusing in this paper, these documents could be the transcriptions
of the interventions of politicians in parliamentary sessions.
Given a candidate expert e, the monolithic profile for e is built
by simply concatenating all the documents in D e into a single
e
macro document, d e = ∪ni=1
die . The process is illustrated in Figure
1. Then, we have a collection of monolithic documents/profiles
Dm = {d e1 , . . . , d er }. The recommender system will be obtained
from this collection using an information retrieval system (IRS):
the profiles collection will be indexed for use by the IRS. When a
query representing the expertise required by a user is submitted to
the IRS, this will generate a ranking of profiles, and the top-ranked
experts will be returned to the user.

4

TOPICAL SUBPROFILES

In order to get subprofiles topically homogeneous, we are going to
use a clustering method based on LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation)
[5]. LDA is a non supervised method which finds latent topics in a
document collection and assigns a probability distribution of topics

to each document (and also a probability distribution of terms to
each topic). LDA needs an input parameter, k, representing the
number of topics to be used. In order to use LDA as a clustering
method, once LDA has been applied, each document is assigned to
the cluster associated to its most probable topic [14], thus obtaining
a partition of the document collection into k clusters.
In our case the document collection to be clustered is the one
formed by all the documents associated to all the possible experts,
D = ∪ri=1 D ei . We do it in this way in order to find a single set of
topics common for all the experts. Each cluster, Dl , l = 1, . . . , k, is
formed by the documents of the experts which are associated to
the l-th topic, xl (those documents whose most probable topic is
xl ), that is to say:
e

e

Dl = {di j | l = arg max p(x s |di j ), j = 1, . . . , r , i = 1, . . . , ne j }.
s=1, ...,k
(1)
As these clusters contain documents from different experts, a specific local clustering for each expert e and each topic xl , Dle , is
obtained by grouping the documents within each global cluster
that are associated to the given expert, Dle = Dl ∩ D e . Then each
expert e will have associated as many subprofiles as local clusters
have been generated for her (at most k). These subprofiles are then
documents, d e,l , which are built by concatenating the documents
within each local cluster Dle , d e,l = ∪die ∈D e die . Figure 2 illustrates
l
all the process for generating the topical subprofiles.
The recommender system is thus obtained by indexing this subprofile document collection D t sp and using again an IRS, where
D t sp = {d e1,1 , . . . , d e1,k , d e2,1 , . . . , d e2,k , . . . , d er ,1 , . . . , d er ,k }.
However, in this case the result returned by the IRS for a given
query is a ranked list of subprofiles (and now there is not a one-toone association of experts and subprofiles). As we need a ranking of
experts, a fusion strategy to combine the scores of the subprofiles
associated to the same expert is required, in order to rerank the
combined scores and recommend the top-ranked experts. We will
use the so-called CombLgDCS fusion method [13], which aggregates the scores of all the expert subprofiles but reducing them
proportionally to the logarithm of their positions in the ranking.

5

TEMPORAL SUBPROFILES

The other option to divide the monolithic profiles into more homogeneous subprofiles is to use the temporal dimension instead
of the topical dimension of the documents. Then we are going to
divide the temporal line into h intervals and will group together
the documents associated to an expert which belong to the same
temporal interval. More formally, let us consider the h temporal
intervals Iu , determined by h + 1 time points t 0 < t 1 < . . . < th ,
Iu = [tu−1 , tu ), u = 1, . . . , h. We define in this case the h global
temporal clusters Tu as follows:
e

e

Tu = {di j | tu−1 ≤ date (di j ) < tu , j = 1, . . . , r , i = 1, . . . , ne j }.
(2)
Alternatively, we could repeatedly apply clustering only to the documents associated
to each expert e , D e , thus obtaining topics specific for each expert, but we are not
going to explore this option in this paper.
Expert e may have less than k local clusters in case that some global clusters do not
contain any documents associated to e .
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Figure 1: Building the monolithic profiles.
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Figure 2: From the document collection to the topical subprofiles using clustering.
where date (d ) is a function that returns the date of document d.
As in the case of topical clusters, we extract the local temporal
clusters for each expert e in the same way, i.e. by grouping the

documents within each global temporal cluster which are associated
to e, Tue = Tu ∩ D e . Also, the (at most h) temporal subprofiles for
each expert e are built by concatenating the documents within each
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Tue , d e,u = ∪die ∈Tue die (i.e. each expert e would be represented by
at most h monolithic profiles, one per temporal period), which are
then indexed by the IRS. CombLgDCS will also be used to obtain a
ranking of experts.
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TEMPORAL AND TOPICAL SUBPROFILES

We can try to combine both the temporal and the topical dimensions
in order to obtain subprofiles which are simultaneously topically
and temporally homogeneous.
A way of doing this is first to obtain temporal subprofiles and
next further subdivide them topically, in order to get sub-subprofiles
thematically homogeneous. In this case we would have to cluster
separately the documents within each temporal cluster. This would
imply to apply LDA to each of the h temporal subcollections of
documents (in this way obtaining specific topics for each time
period). Another option, which is the one that we are going to use
in this paper, is first to carry out the topical division, obtaining
topical subprofiles and later to subdivide them temporally. In this
way we only have to apply LDA once to the complete document
collection.
More precisely, let Dl as defined in eq.(1), l = 1, . . . , k, and Tu
as defined in eq.(2), u = 1, . . . , h. Then the global topical-temporal
clusters, DT lu are defined as
DT lu = Dl ∩ Tu , l = 1, . . . , k, u = 1, . . . , h.

(3)

It should be noticed that the total number of topical-temporal clusters generated can be lesser than the product k ∗ h, because some
combinations of topics and temporal intervals may be empty (i.e.
there are no documents about a given topic at certain time intervals). This process is illustrated in Figure 3, where k = 6 topics
and h = 4 temporal intervals give rise to only 13 topical-temporal
clusters.
The local clusters for each expert e are obtained, as in the previous cases, by grouping together the documents within each topicale = DT
e
temporal cluster that are associated to e, i.e. DTlu
lu ∩ D .
Also, the documents within each local cluster are concatenated and
the corresponding macro documents are indexed by the IRS.

7 EXPERIMENTS
7.1 Experimental settings
The experimental work to test our proposals has been carried out
in the domain of political expert finding [12, 13]. We have used
the Records of Parliamentary Proceedings (in Spanish) from the
Andalusian Parliament in its 8th Term of Office (which covers
four years of parliamentary activity, from march 2008 to march
2012). These records contain the transcriptions of the speeches of
the Members of Parliament (MPs) in the initiatives discussed in
committee and plenary sessions. There are a total of 5258 initiatives
in this term and 12633 interventions of MPs (which are the experts
to be recommended). We randomly partitioned the set of initiatives,
using 80% for the training set (to build the subprofiles from the
interventions contained in these training initiatives) and 20% for
the test set (to obtain the queries), and this sampling process is
repeated five times, reporting then the average results of these five
partitions.
Available at http://irutai2.ugr.es/ColeccionPA/legislatura8.tgz

Concerning the implementation details of the recommender systems, the base IR system is built using the Lucene library and its
default implementation of the Language Model as retrieval model.
Previous to indexing the (sub)profiles of each MP, stop words were
removed, stemming performed and any remaining terms appearing in fewer than 1% of the interventions were also deleted. For
those experiments that require LDA to cluster documents, we used
the R implementation (topicmodels package), with hyperparameters α and β fixed to 50/k and 0.1, respectively (these are the bydefault values), where k is the number of topics. For the parameter
k, we have tested two classical alternatives in cluster analysis: (a)
k = m ∗ n/t [10], where m is the number of terms in the collection
(m = 4, 208), n is the number of documents/interventions in the
training set (n = 10, 025) and t is the number of nonzero entries
in the document-term
matrix (t = 1, 702, 296). The value of k is
√
then 24. (b) k = n/2 [19], which only considers the number of
interventions in the collection. In this case, k = 70. With respect to
the temporal division, in this case we use h = 4 temporal intervals,
each one roughly corresponding to one year.
While the interventions within the initiatives in the training
set are used to build the (sub)profiles of the MPs, the initiatives
in the test set are used to obtain queries and relevance judgments.
More precisely, we use the title (which is a short description of the
initiative) and its subjects (which are terms from a controlled vocabulary assigned to each initiative by Parliament staff) to simulate
a query representing a real expert finding task. If we focus only on
the test initiatives corresponding to committee sessions (i.e. excluding initiatives in the test set discussed in plenary sessions, where
all the MPs participate, which are more general and political and
less specific than those from committees), we have a very simple
way of fixing the ground truth to evaluate the different approaches:
any MP who is a member of the committee where the initiative
generating the query has been discussed is relevant (is a potential
expert for this query). There are twenty-six different committees
covering different areas (as for example Education, Health, Culture,
Environment,...), having on average 15.2 MPs per committee.
We have used three classic IR metrics to measure the performance of the different recommender systems: precision@10, NDCG@10
(normalized discounted cummulative gain), both focusing on the
top 10 MPs retrieved and recall@nr , where nr is the total number
of relevant MPs for each query. To compute these measures, we
have only considered those MPs having at least 10 interventions in
the training set (a total of 132 persons).

7.2

Results

We have experimented with four types of profiles: monolithic
profiles (MONP), topical subprofiles (TOPS), temporal subprofiles
(TEMPS) and topical-temporal subprofiles (TOPTEMPS), as described in the previous sections 3, 4, 5 and 6, respectively. For both
TOPS and TOPTEMPS subprofiles we have used the two methods
of selecting the number of topics previously described. For TEMPS
we fixed the number of temporal intervals to 4. The results are displayed in Table 1. The percentages of improvement of each method
https://lucene.apache.org/
In this case we still have on average 612 test initiatives per partition.
We do not use recall@10 because usually the number of relevant experts for each
query is greater than 10.
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Figure 3: k=6 topical and h=4 temporal clusters generate 13 topical-temporal clusters.
with respect to the base monolithic profiles are displayed in Table
2.
Method
ndcg@10 prec@10 recall@nr
MONP
0.67622
0.65146
0.45806
RAND4
0.69035
0.66465
0.47869
TEMPS
0.70907
0.68139
0.49444
TOPSsqr t (n/2)
0.73911
0.71351
0.52740
TOPSmn/t
0.73721
0.71313
0.53491
TOPTEMPSsqr t (n/2)
0.75416
0.72456
0.53072
TOPTEMPSmn/t
0.76136 0.73283
0.54520
Table 1: Results of the experiments (best results in bold).

Method
% ndcg@10 % prec@10 % recall@nr
RAND4
2.09
2.02
4.50
TEMPS
4.86
4.59
7.94
TOPSsqr t (n/2)
9.30
9.52
15.14
TOPSmn/t
9.02
9.47
16.78
TOPTEMPSsqr t (n/2)
11.53
11.22
15.86
TOPTEMPSmn/t
12.59
12.49
19.02
Table 2: Percentages of improvement with respect to monolithic profiles.

First, we can observe that the behavior of the different systems
with respect to the three metrics is essentially the same (the rankings of the systems for the three metrics are almost identical). For
that reason we are going to focus on the ndcg@10 metric which,
from the perspective of expert finding is probably the most relevant.

It can be seen that using subprofiles of any type is better than
using the monolithic profiles. The differences are always statistically
significant, using a paired t-test with the results of the five trainingtest partitions of the document collection, with significance level
of 0.01.
Although the results obtained by the temporal subprofiles are
better than those of the monolithic profiles, as the percentages
of improvement are rather small (although significant), we want
to test whether this improvement is really due to the temporal
influence or merely to the fact that we are using several (four in
this case) smaller subprofiles instead of a single big profile. In order
to do so we have also randomly divided the interventions of each
MP in the training set into four parts and generated a subprofile
for each part. We have repeated this process 10 times and averaged
the results obtained from these random subprofiles. The results are
also shown in Tables 1 and 2, under the name RAND4.
We can observe that the (averaged) results of the random partitions are also better than monolithic profiles (and they are statistically significant too), although they are worse than the temporal
subprofiles. The fact that random partitions are somewhat better
than monolithic profiles is probably due to the smaller size of these
subprofiles. This suggest that a part of the improvement obtained by
TEMPS over MONP is not due to temporal influence but to the use
of smaller subprofiles. Therefore, we can conclude that the contribution of temporal subprofiles alone to improve the recommendation
results is positive but rather scarce.
On the other hand, the gains obtained by the topical subprofiles
are more important (around 9%), and the differences with temporal
In these tables only the averages of the ten random partitions appear. The individual
values are all quite similar, having very low standard deviations, on the order of 0.001.
The differences between random and temporal subprofiles are small but also statistically significant.
The IRS may tend to favor smaller documents.
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subprofiles are also statistically significant. However, there is not
significant differences between the two versions of TOPS using
different number of topics. This is interesting because it suggests a
robust behavior of TOPS.
The best results are obtained when combining the two types of
subprofiles (with gains around 12% with respect to MONP). The
results are significantly better than those obtained by topical subprofiles alone. Again, there are not significant differences between
the two versions of topical-temporal subprofiles.

8

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we have studied the effects of using subprofiles temporally and/or topically homogeneous, in comparison with single
heterogeneous profiles, for the problem of expert recommendation.
The experiments have been carried out in a context of political
expert finding, using a document collection of parliamentary documents.
The obtained results show that the use of homogeneous subprofiles instead of monolithic profiles is always positive to improve the
recommendation quality, although the improvement degree varies
depending on the different methods: temporal subprofiles are only
a bit better than random subprofiles (of the same size), whereas
topical subprofiles get much better results. So it seems that the
topical dimension is more important than the temporal dimension.
Nevertheless, there is a sinergy between both dimensions, as their
combination produces the best results.
For future work we are planning to explore other ways of combining temporal and topical dimensions to get better subprofiles,
as for example using temporal topic models [6, 27].
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